Weather
(Fiction and NonFiction)

Fiction
Cloudy with a chance of meatballs – Barrett E B275c
The complete cloudy with a chance of meatballs – Barrett E B275co
Pickles to Pittsburg: the sequel to Cloudy with a chance of meatballs – Barrett E B275pp
This beautiful day – Jackson E J138th
Waiting – Henkes E H389wa
Will it rain or snow? – Choi E C452w
A windy day in spring – Ghinga E G344w
Eye of the storm – Messner F M564e
The stranger – Van Allsburg F V263a

NonFiction
Air and weather : where’d my hat go? – Sohn 551.5 So26a
Does the sun make weather? – Williams 551.57 W673d
How the weather works – Dorion 551.6 D734h
It’s raining cats and dogs : all kinds of weather and why we have it – Branley 551.5 B734i
A journey through the weather – Parker 551.6 P228j
On the same day in March : a tour of the world’s weather – Singer 551.6 Si64o
Storms –Merk 551.55 M545s
Studying weather – O’Hare 551.5 Oh1s
Studying weather -- Merk 551.5 M545s
Watching the weather – Ashwell 551.63 As39w
Weather – Bramwell 551.5 B732w
Weather – Cosgrove 551.5 C82w
Weather – Farndon 551.5 F23w
The weather – Goldsmith 551.5 G574w
Weather -- Kerrod 551.5 K468w
Weather – Lauw 551.5 L379w
Weather – Mack 551.5 M19w
Weather – Simon 551.5 Si55w
Weather & climate – 551.5 .W378
Weather & seasons – Cohen QC981.3 .C63 1988bx
Weather and us – Chappell 551.5 C368w
The weather and us – Merk 551.5 M545w
The weather and us – O’Hare 551.6 Oh1w
Weather : discover science through facts and fun – Law 551.5 L411w
Weather patterns – Hand 551.5 H191s
The weather : the best start in science – Orme 551.5 Or6w
Weather wise – Weber 551.6 W387w
What will the weather be like today – Rogers 551.5 R6633w
Why does thunder clap? – McMahon 551 M227t
Wind and weather – Taylor 551.5 T212w